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Future Generali India Insurance Company Ltd.

Anti – Fraud Policy (Formerly known as – Fraud Detection and Prevention Program)

1.

Introduction

Fraud is a broad legal concept. Unlike error, fraud is intentional and usually involves deliberate
concealment of the facts. It may involve directors, management, employees or third parties and may
involve one individual or collusion.
Fraud can occur in organizations of any size or type and almost any person may be capable of
committing fraud given the right set of circumstances.
Today’s business environment is likely to increase vulnerability to fraud risk, due to technological
advances, growing complexity of organizations, increasingly transient employees, amongst others.
Fraud is a significant business risk that needs to be managed like all other business risks.
The risk of fraud can be reduced through a combination of prevention, deterrence and detection
measures.
Since fraud may be difficult to detect because it often involves concealment through falsification of
documents and collusion among staff or third parties, it is important to place a strong emphasis on fraud
prevention, which reduces opportunities for fraud to take place, and fraud deterrence, which persuades
individuals that they should not commit fraud because of the likelihood of detection and punishment.
2. Scope
This document identifies the measures that Future Generali India Insurance Company Limited
(hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) shall implement to prevent, deter and detect fraud in the
context of three fundamental elements:
(1) Create and maintain a culture of honesty and high ethics, including via the understanding and
awareness of risks and controls;
(2) Identify and assess the risks of fraud and implement the processes, procedures and controls needed to
mitigate the risks and reduce the opportunities for fraud; and
(3) Develop an appropriate oversight process.
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Specifically, this document aims at:
i. Ensuring that management is aware of its responsibilities for the detection and prevention of fraud and
for establishing procedures to prevent fraud and/or detect fraud on its occurrence;
ii. Providing a clear guidance to employees and others dealing with the Company, forbidding them from
involvement in any fraudulent activity and the action to be taken by them when they suspect any
fraudulent activity;
iii. Providing a mechanism for employees and officers of the Company to report any incident of fraud or
alleged incident of fraud and protect the employees and officers of the Company who make a disclosure
against their managers and/or fellow employees in certain defined circumstances from harassment
and/or dismissal;
iv. Providing a clear guidance on how investigations into fraudulent activities will be conducted;
v. Providing assurance that any and all suspected fraudulent activities will be fully investigated and dealt
with;
vi. Providing assurance to one and all that any and all suspected fraudulent activities will not be allowed
or tolerated; and
vii. Ensuring preventive measures and internal control procedure enhancement, subsequent to any fraud
being identified, are strengthened in a speedy manner.
This document applies to all employees and officers of the Company at whatever level, at every location
and whatever the terms of employment, hours of work or length of service, including contractual staff
and directors in the employment of the Company, as well as shareholders, agents and other insurance
intermediaries, service providers, consultants, vendors, contractors and subcontractors, prospective and
existing customers and/or other parties with a business relationship with the Company.
Any required investigative activity will be conducted without regard to the suspected wrongdoer’s
length of service, position/title or relationship to the Company.
3. What is Fraud?
Fraud is an operational risk. Generally speaking, it is defined as any intentional act or omission designed
to deceive others, resulting in the victim suffering a loss and/or the perpetrator achieving a gain.
Fraud encompasses a range of irregularities and illegal acts characterized by intentional deception or
misrepresentation, which an individual knows to be false or does not believe to be true. Fraud is
perpetrated by a person knowing that it could result in some unauthorized benefit to him/her or to
another person and can be perpetrated by persons outside and inside the organization.
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Specifically, fraud in insurance is defined as an act or omission to gain dishonest or unlawful advantage
for a party committing the fraud (hereinafter referred to as the “fraudster”) or for other parties.
This may, for example, be achieved by means of: a) misappropriating assets; b) deliberately
misrepresenting, concealing, suppressing or not disclosing one or more material facts relevant to a
financial decision, transaction or perception of the insurer’s status; and c) abusing responsibility, a
position of trust or a fiduciary relationship.
Fraud in insurance falls into one of the following categories:


Claims Fraud: Fraud against the insurer in the execution of an insurance product by obtaining
wrongful payment;



Intermediary Fraud: Fraud by intermediaries such as Agents, Corporate Agents, Third Party
Administrators (TPAs) against the insurer or policyholders;



Policyholder Fraud: Fraud against the insurer in the purchase or in the execution of an insurance
product by obtaining wrongful coverage or payment



Internal Fraud: Fraud/ mis-appropriation against the insurer by its Director, Manager and / or
any other officer or staff member (by whatever name called)



Third Party Fraud: Fraud committed by third parties against the Insurer and the general public
which primarily includes activities such as issue of fake/forged policies and cover notes in the
name of the Insurer.

On the other hand, occupational fraud (a.k.a. internal fraud) is defined as the use of one’s occupation for
personal enrichment through the deliberate misuse or misapplication of the employing organization’s
resources or assets.
This definition encompasses a wide range of misconduct by employees, managers and executives, from
pilferage of company supplies to financial statement frauds.
Fraud comes in all shapes and sizes. It may be a simple act involving one person or it may be complex
operation involving a large number of people from within and outside the Company.
Common examples of fraud include:


Kickbacks (including the receipt of excessive gifts or accepting or seeking anything of material
value from contractors, vendors or persons providing services/materials to the Company);



Diversion to an employee or outsider of a potentially profitable transaction;



Forgery or alteration of documents or accounts belonging to the Company;
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Concealment or misrepresentation of transactions, assets or liabilities;



Expense report fraud (e.g. claims for services or goods not actually provided);



Loss of intellectual property (e.g. disclosing confidential and proprietary information to outside
parties);



Conflicts of Interest resulting in actual or exposure to financial loss;



Vendor fraud;



Embezzlement (i.e. misappropriation of money, securities, supplies, property or other assets);



Cheque fraud (i.e. forgery or alteration of cheques, bank drafts or any other financial instrument);



Payroll fraud;



Bribery & corruption;



Fraudulent financial reporting (e.g. forging or alteration of accounting documents or records;
intentional concealment or misstatement of transactions resulting in false records or misleading
statements; intentional failure to record or disclose significant information accurately or
completely);



Improper pricing activity;



Unauthorized or illegal use of confidential information (e.g. profiteering as a result of insider
knowledge of company activities);



Unauthorized or illegal manipulation of information technology networks or operating systems;



Tax evasion;



Destruction, removal or inappropriate use of records, furniture, fixtures and equipment of the
Company;



Sales or assignment of fictitious or misrepresented assets;



Utilizing company funds for personal purposes.

The above list is indicative only and does not intend to be exhaustive.
All occupational frauds fall into one of three major categories, according to the Uniform Occupational
Fraud Classification System (commonly known as the “Fraud Tree”):
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Asset Misappropriation, which involves the theft or misuse of an organization’s assets. Common
examples include skimming revenues, stealing inventory and payroll fraud. The essential
difference between fraud and theft is “deception”. A theft does not necessarily involve deception,
but fraud must involve deception in order to be termed as a fraud;



Corruption, in which fraudsters wrongfully use their influence in a business transaction in order
to procure some benefit for themselves or another person, contrary to their duty to their
employer or the rights of another. Common examples include accepting kickbacks and engaging
in conflicts of interest; and



Fraudulent Statements, which generally involve falsification of an organization’s financial
statements. Common examples include overstating revenues and understating liabilities or
expenses.

Please refer to Attachment I and Attachment II for the complete Fraud Tree and corresponding definitions.
Occupational fraud is perpetrated by people who use their positions within the organization for personal
enrichment through the deliberate misuse or misapplication of the organization’s resources or assets.
The more reliance an organization places on an employee, the more autonomy and authority an
employee receives, the greater the risk of fraud. Therefore, to strike the right balance between oversight
and trust is the key in any effective antifraud program.
Fraud may be perpetrated to the detriment of the organization or be designed to benefit the organization
itself. The latter generally produces such benefit by exploiting an unfair or dishonest advantage that may
also deceive an outside third party.
Perpetrators of such acts usually accrue an indirect personal benefit, such as management bonus
payments or promotions; improper payments, such as illegal political contributions, bribes and
kickbacks, as well as payoffs to government officials, intermediaries of government officials, customers or
suppliers; intentional and improper transfer pricing (e.g. valuation of goods exchanged between related
organizations); intentional errors in tax compliance; prohibited business activities.
4. The Fraud Triangle
There are three basic conditions that contribute to the occurrence of fraud:


Incentive/ Motive/ Pressure: management or other employees have an incentive/ motive or are
under pressure to commit fraud (e.g. personal financial needs/ pressures 1; market pressures to
meet financial targets or goals; etc.);



Opportunity: circumstances exist that provide opportunity to commit fraud, such as ineffective or
absent controls, poor oversight or management ability to override controls. Opportunities to
commit fraud exist throughout the organization and are greatest in areas with weak internal
controls and a lack of segregation of duties; and
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Rationalization/ Attitude: the culture or the environment enables management or other employees
to rationalize committing fraud, i.e. legitimize or justify the crime – attitude or values of those
involved, or pressure that enables them to rationalize committing a dishonest act2.

In order for fraud to occur, all three elements of the triangle need to be present.
5. Internal Fraud vs. External Fraud
Fraud can be further distinguished between internal fraud and external fraud, whereby internal fraud
involves at least one internal party, whereas external fraud is committed solely by third parties without
any assistance or collusion of an internal party.
All employees and people who are part of the Company and/or the Group, including associated
companies, tied sales networks, etc., are considered “internal parties”. Such definition also includes the
employees of outsourcers belonging to the group, tied agents and their employees and members of
corporate bodies. It excludes other outsourcers and suppliers, consultants, brokers and independent
intermediaries.
Generally speaking, internal fraud (hereinafter referred to as “fraud”) is defined as any intentional act or
omission designed to deceive others performed by one or more staff members directly or by way of third
parties, resulting in the victim suffering a loss and/or the perpetrator achieving a gain.
External Fraud on the other hand includes fraudulent activities committed by third parties to defraud the
Company by issuing fake/forged policies and cover notes in the name of the Company, selling such
policies to the members of the general public and collecting money from them, eventually resulting in
defrauding the Company as also the general public.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
1 Such as a spouse who loses a job; living beyond one’s means; high personal debt; gambling, drugs,
affairs; undue pressure to succeed; etc.
2 Typical

examples of rationalization include: “I am just borrowing this money”; “Everybody does it”; “I
am not hurting anyone”; “The Company can afford it”; etc.
6. Zero Tolerance Policy
The Company does not tolerate any unethical or dishonest behavior, even if the result of the action
benefits the Company itself.
Violators will be prosecuted and may be terminated and referred to the appropriate authorities.
7. Fraud Risk Governance - Creating a Culture of Honesty and High Ethics
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The Company values integrity, honesty and fairness in everyone from the top to the bottom. It
encourages openness to prevent malpractice or any cover-up of malpractice and create a positive
workplace environment where employees have positive feelings about the Company and the Group and
do not feel abused, threatened or ignored.
The Board of Directors, managers and officers set the “tone at the top” for ethical behavior by behaving
ethically and openly communicating expectations for ethical behavior to employees.
Integrity is a requirement of anyone within the Company, as reflected in the Ethical Code of the Generali
Group and the Code of Business Conduct of the Company, which guide employees in making
appropriate decisions during their workday.
The Ethical Code and the Code of Business Conduct, as well as commitment to fraud risk management,
are communicated to all personnel in an understandable fashion. They are clearly communicated to all
officers and staff members of the Company through several means (including but not limited to the
employee manual, the company website, intranet, training courses, etc.).
All employees within senior management and the finance function, as well as other employees in areas
that are exposed to the risks of unethical behavior (e.g. procurement, claims handling, sales and
marketing) are required to sign (either electronically or manually) a confirmation statement at least
annually, acknowledging that they have read, understood and complied with the Code of Business
Conduct and the Internal Fraud Policy Statement of the Company.
The confirmation statement shall include statements that the individual understands the Company’s
expectations, has complied with the Code of Business Conduct and is not aware of any incidents of
alleged or suspected fraud or violations of the Code of Business Conduct other than those the individual
lists in his/her response. Any non replies shall be followed up thoroughly by Human Resources.
Regular and periodic training (including new-hire orientation and refresher training) shall be provided to
all personnel, upon joining the organization and throughout their association with the Company, in order
to clearly communicate expectations for ethical behavior to staff members.
Such training shall also include an element of “fraud awareness” and communication responsibilities. As
far as possible, training should be specific to the employee’s level within the Company, geographic
location and assigned responsibilities. Examples of the types of fraud that could occur and the potential
perpetrators shall be provided in the course of the training.
Directors, employees and contractors shall internally self-disclose potential or actual conflicts of interest,
according to the procedures contained in the Code of Business Conduct.
As part of the Company’s due diligence for fraud detection & mitigation, background checks on new
employees and personnel (management and staff) / insurance agent / corporate agent / intermediary
(including the educational background, work experience, criminal records, etc.) shall be carried out in
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order to prevent fraud at the source. Background checks shall be duly formalized and documented in
writing.
Exit interviews shall be conducted with terminated, resigning or retiring employees regardless of their
position to identify potential fraud and vulnerabilities to fraud that may be taking place in the Company.
Furthermore, staff rotation and tying employee evaluations to ethics or compliance reviews and internal
control reviews can also help to prevent fraud at the source.
8. Fraud Risk Assessment - Evaluating the Risks of Fraud and Implementing Antifraud Processes and
Controls
The Company shall be proactive in reducing fraud opportunities by (1) identifying and measuring fraud
risks, (2) taking steps to mitigate identified risks (including IT risks), (3) implementing and monitoring
appropriate preventive and detective internal controls and other deterrent measures and (4) coordinating
with law enforcement agencies.
Management has the primary responsibility for establishing and monitoring all aspects of the Company’s
fraud risk assessment and prevention activities and performing the fraud risk assessment.
Individuals from throughout the organization with different knowledge, skills and perspectives (e.g.
accounting/finance, non financial business units and operations personnel, legal & compliance, risk
management, internal audit, etc.) shall be involved in the fraud risk assessment.
Through the fraud risk assessment, the vulnerability of the Company to fraudulent activities (for example,
misappropriation of assets, corruption, fraudulent financial reporting, etc.) is considered, as well as
whether any of those exposures could result in a material misstatement of the financial statements or
material loss to the Company. The fraud risk assessment shall identify where fraud may occur and who
the perpetrators might be.
The nature and extent of the fraud risk assessment shall be commensurate with the size of the Company
and the complexity of its operations.
It shall be performed, documented and updated periodically to identify potential fraud schemes,
scenarios and events that need to be mitigated. Updates shall include considerations of changes in
operations, new information systems, changes in job roles and responsibilities, internal audit findings,
new or evolving industry trends, amongst others.
The fraud risk assessment shall be performed at all appropriate levels within the organization (i.e. entity
level; significant account balance or business cycle/process level; and significant locations or business
units) and shall be coordinated with the operational risk assessment.
The fraud risk assessment shall include fraud risk identification, fraud risk likelihood and significance
and fraud risk response.
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Although management has the primary responsibility for performing the fraud risk assessment, it is also
critical that employees outside of management are involved in the fraud risk assessment. It is important
that the business process owners or those who have significant knowledge, control or influence over the
activities within a significant business process or cycle are involved in the fraud risk assessment exercise.
Once the fraud risk assessment has taken place, management shall reduce and eliminate identified fraud
risks by making changes to the Company’s activities and processes and identify the processes, controls
and other procedures that are needed to mitigate the identified fraud risks.
Effective and appropriate internal controls, whether automated or manual, which include a welldeveloped control environment, an effective and secure information system and appropriate control and
monitoring activities, are essential to reduce and eliminate identified fraud risks.
Internal Audit shall play an active role in the development, monitoring and ongoing assessment of the
fraud risk management program of the Company. Specifically, Internal Audit shall independently
evaluate whether internal controls designed to reduce the risk of fraud are adequate and effective.
Internal Audit shall assist management throughout the fraud risk assessment exercise, review the result
of the assessment, independently assess the ability of existing controls to prevent the occurrence of fraud,
propose corrective measures and present the outcome of the fraud risk assessment to the Audit
Committee for their review and comments.
9. Roles & Responsibilities - Developing an Appropriate Oversight Process
Management is responsible for designing and implementing systems, procedures and internal controls
for the prevention and detection of fraud commensurate with the nature and size of the organization and,
along with the Board of Directors, for ensuring a culture and environment that promotes honesty and
ethical behavior.
It is the responsibility of the Chief Executive Officer of the Company to initiate and support such
measures.
Each member of the management team shall be familiar with the types of improprieties that might occur
within his or her area of responsibility and be alert for any indication of irregularity.
Through the Audit Committee, the Board of Directors shall evaluate management identification of fraud
risks, implementation of antifraud measures and creation of the appropriate “tone at the top”.
The Audit Committee shall also ensure that senior management implements appropriate fraud
deterrence and prevention measures.
The Audit Committee shall receive periodic reports describing the nature, status and disposition of any
fraud or unethical conduct.
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The Audit Committee shall establish an open line of communication with members of management one
or two levels below senior management to assist in identifying fraud at the highest levels of the
organization or investigating any fraudulent activity that might occur.
Through the Audit Committee, the Board of Directors shall be timely informed of any fraud or alleged
fraud involving any member of senior management.
Employees and officers at every level, in every department and at every location have a responsibility to
speak up when they believe that they have knowledge or suspect that fraud is being committed. As soon
as it is learnt that a fraud or suspected fraud has taken or is likely to take place, they should immediately
apprise the same to the concerned party as per the current procedures in place.
Internal Audit shall assist in the deterrence of fraud by examining and evaluating the adequacy and the
effectiveness of the system of internal controls and by conducting proactive auditing to search for fraud.
In addition, by carrying out fraud audits, Internal Audit shall proactively detect indications of fraud in
those processes or transactions where analysis indicates the risk of fraud to be significant or high.
Internal Audit shall support and cooperate with the Fraud Investigation Team, gathering information and
making recommendations.
In addition, Internal Audit shall be responsible for uploading information in relation to incidents of
internal fraud in the group fraud scheme database in order to support the development of fraud audit
programs and facilitate audit planning.
Internal Audit shall timely report any fraud occurrences to Group Audit as per the current procedures in
place, so that the latter can inform the Top Management of Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. accordingly. An
annual summary report will be sent to Group Audit, in addition to information on any single fraud
occurrence.
Risk Management shall assist management in identifying and assessing fraud risks and help management
to design specific controls to mitigate fraud risks.
Legal & Compliance shall assist management in drafting anti fraud policies and procedures and
conducting fraud awareness training, thus helping in educating employees about fraud prevention and
detection.
10. External Fraud
Management shall identify and establish an Anti Fraud Unit either as a stand-alone unit or as part of the
operational units (e.g. claims, purchasing, investments, etc.) with the objective of defining and
implementing procedures and controls to prevent and detect external fraud.
The Anti Fraud Unit shall be responsible for maintaining a centralized external fraud database where
incidents of external fraud are duly and timely recorded, capturing information such as fraud incident
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description, fraud perpetrator details, estimated fraud loss and recovery amounts (if any), control
implications and resolution.
Staff members are required to be alert and vigilant with respect to external frauds. If any external fraud
comes to the attention of a staff member, he/she must immediately report the same to the
department/branch manager. In the event of details received in respect of a fake/forget policy by the
customer service department or by any other employee of the Company, they must immediately contact
the concerned persons/complainant/aggrieved customer and obtain in writing the complete facts and
details in relation to such sale of fake/fraudulent policy to them and also obtain such person’s personal
contact details.
As soon as practicable, the related department/branch manager shall report any suspected or alleged
external fraud case to the Anti Fraud Unit for arranging an investigation into the incident and to the
Principal Compliance Officer if the suspicious incident may involve a breach of any relevant law or
regulation or any investigation by a regulatory body.
11. Internal Fraud
11.1 Reporting Procedures - Communicating Concerns about Alleged or Suspected Fraud
Employees shall promptly communicate any concerns about unethical behavior and report any actual or
suspected incident of fraud or violations of the code of conduct or ethics policy on a confidential basis.
The Company offers several channels for reporting any actual or suspected incident of fraud. Employees
and officers are encouraged to use the channel with which they are most comfortable, starting with their
manager or supervisor. Other reporting channels include:







Another Manager or Supervisor;
The Principal Compliance Officer;
The Head of Human Resources;
The Head of Internal Audit;
The Chief Executive Officer; and
The Chairperson of the Audit Committee.

Every manager or supervisor who receives a report shall treat the concern or allegation with discretion
and treat the employee who brought the concern forward with respect.
The manager or supervisor shall promptly escalate the concern to the Principal Compliance Officer, the
Head of Human Resources, the Head of Internal Audit, the Chief Executive Officer or the Chairperson of
the Audit Committee.
Any concern or allegation involving senior management shall be directed directly to the Chairperson of
the Audit Committee to avoid filtering by management or other internal personnel.
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Any employee who suspects dishonest or fraudulent activity shall notify the abovementioned parties
immediately, and should not attempt to personally conduct investigations or interviews/ interrogations
related to any suspected fraudulent act.
Any alleged or suspected incident of fraud shall be reported in writing so as to ensure a clear
understanding of the issues raised. Anonymous disclosures or disclosures containing general, non
detailed or offensive information will not be entertained.
As well as to employees, the internal reporting mechanism shall be made known and available to third
parties such as customers, vendors and other third parties who conduct business with the Company
through reference in the Company’s website and other external communication materials.
In addition, in order to facilitate the reporting of alleged or suspected incidents of fraud, management
may set up opinion boxes and/or telephone hotlines and/or dedicated email addresses and clearly
communicate their existence.
Management shall also lay down an appropriate framework for a strong whistle blower policy.
11.2 Fraud Investigation, Fact Finding & Corrective Action
The following actions shall be taken in response to an alleged or suspected incident of fraud:





A thorough investigation of the incident shall be conducted.
Appropriate and consistent actions shall be taken against violators.
Relevant controls shall be assessed and improved.
Communication and training shall occur to reinforce the Company’s values, code of conduct and
expectations.

All employees shall cooperate fully with an investigation into any alleged or suspected fraud.
Details of the investigation process are as follows:
Logging: The Principal Compliance Officer maintains a centralized internal fraud database where all
internal fraud data losses and recoveries are logged.
Upon discovery or reporting of an internal fraud case, the Principal Compliance Officer opens a case file,
logs the case in the centralized internal fraud database and assigns a case number to the case. This enables
the Company to track the resolution progress.
Preliminary Analysis: Then, the alleged internal fraud case is reviewed jointly by the Principal Compliance
Officer, the Head of Human Resources and the Head of Internal Audit to determine:




Whether the case should be investigated;
Who should investigate the case;
The types of resources needed to conduct the investigation;
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Who will be interviewed during the course of the investigation and how information will be
gathered;
The timeframe for completion; and
How results will be reported and to whom.

The Principal Compliance Officer, the Head of Human Resources and/or the Head of Internal Audit shall
be excluded from the preliminary analysis or the subsequent investigations if the alleged or suspected
internal fraud case involves him/her.
The Chairperson of the Audit Committee and the Chief Executive Officer shall be duly and promptly
informed of the results of the preliminary analysis.
Fraud Investigation Team: During the preliminary analysis, the types of resources needed to conduct the
investigation are duly determined (e.g. internal audit, human resources, legal & compliance, risk
management, external legal counsel, forensic auditors, technical experts, etc.). This is the so called Fraud
Investigation Team.
The Fraud Investigation Team has the primary responsibility for the investigation of all suspected or
alleged internal fraudulent acts as defined in this document.
As a minimum, the Fraud Investigation Team shall comprise of Internal Audit, Human Resources and
Legal & Compliance.
Technical resources may be drawn upon as necessary to augment the investigation (e.g. Information
Technology, Claims, Underwriting, etc.), provided that they are independent from the case and unbiased.
Investigations: Great care must be taken in the investigation of suspected improprieties or irregularities so
as to avoid mistaken accusations or alerting suspected individuals that an investigation is under way.
The fraud investigation shall consist of gathering sufficient information about specific details and
performing those procedures that are necessary to determine whether fraud has occurred, the loss or
exposures associated with the fraud, who was involved in it and the fraud scheme (how it happened).
The members of the Fraud Investigation Team will have free and unrestricted access to all Company
records and premises, whether owned or rented, and the authority to examine, copy and/or remove all
or any portion of the contents of files, desks, cabinets and other storage facilities on the premises without
prior knowledge or consent of any individual who might use or have custody of any such items or
facilities when it is within the scope of their investigation.
The alleged fraudster will be informed of the allegations as soon as reasonably practicable. This may not
be until the initial stages of the investigation have taken place.
The investigations shall take place on legal restrictions to ensure that findings are admissible in court.
Investigatory or disciplinary hearings and evidence gathering will always be carried out with the
assistance and under the supervision of legal counsel (either internal and/or external).
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The Fraud Investigation Team shall timely take into custody all relevant records, documents and other
evidence to protect them from being tampered with, destroyed or removed by the suspected perpetrators
of fraud or by any other party under his/her influence. The full records of the investigation, including
interview notes, shall be kept secure.
The investigations shall be kept as confidential and private as possible to ensure the least amount of
disruption to the Company and maintain the process integrity at all times.
Confidential information will be shared only on a “need-to-know” basis.
The investigations shall be completed normally within forty-five (45) days from the disclosure or
discovery of the fraud case.
The conclusion and results of the investigations must be duly documented in writing. The fraud report
regarding the results of the investigations and the corrective actions shall capture at least the fraud
incident description, the fraud perpetrator details, the estimated fraud loss and recovery amounts, the
controls implications and the resolution. Management is responsible for resolving fraud incidents.
The final fraud report will be distributed to the Board of Directors through the Audit Committee and the
Chief Executive Officer of the Company. A copy of the report will be provided to Group Audit via their
Asia Regional Office.
Once investigations are completed and risk findings are identified, thereafter the Legal & Compliance
team shall initiate and take necessary action by approaching Law Enforcement Agencies, whenever
appropriate.
Decision: Once the investigation is completed and if it substantiates that fraudulent activities have
occurred, the Fraud Investigation Team shall recommend to the Chief Executive Officer of the Company
to take such disciplinary or corrective actions (e.g. employee discipline, any referral to the applicable law
enforcement agency, changes to processes or internal controls, etc.), as the Fraud Investigation Team may
deem fit.
Disciplinary or corrective actions may include: employee dismissal; business process remediation and/or
internal control remediation (i.e. determine whether internal procedures or controls need to be changed);
termination of a contract; restitution agreement with the perpetrator; criminal prosecution, i.e. referral of
the case to law enforcement authorities; civil lawsuits against the perpetrator to recover stolen funds;
internal disciplinary action such as termination, suspension with or without pay, demotion or warnings;
etc.
All actions taken in response to an established act of fraud must be approved by the Chief Executive
Officer of the Company or by the Board of Directors of the Company (whenever they exceed the
authority limits granted to him/her by the Board).
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Any decisions to prosecute by way of civil proceedings or refer the examination results to the appropriate
law enforcement and/or regulatory agencies for independent investigation will be taken in conjunction
with legal counsel by the Chief Executive Officer of the Company or by the Board of Directors of the
Company (whenever they exceed the authority limits granted to him/her by the Board), as will final
decisions on disposition of the case.
The Audit Committee will be timely informed of such decisions either through its Chairperson (in case of
urgency) or at the subsequent scheduled meeting of the Committee.
The Fraud Investigation Team will monitor the implementation of the resolution to ensure that proper
corrective action was taken and report to the Audit Committee accordingly.
Only after the resolution has been verified, the case can be closed.
Reporting: The Principal Compliance Officer will keep track of all cases and timely and periodically
submit a report to the Audit Committee about the status and results of the investigations and corrective
actions taken, along with the report of the investigators.
12. Confidentiality
The Fraud Investigation Team shall treat all information received confidentially.
The detailed investigation results will not be disclosed or discussed with anyone other than those who
have a legitimate need to know. This is important in order to avoid damaging the reputations of persons
suspected but subsequently found innocent of wrongful conduct.
13. Protection
No unfair treatment will be reserved to the person who has reported in good faith a suspected or alleged
incident of fraud.
As a policy, the Company condemns any kind of discrimination, retaliation, harassment, victimization or
any other unfair employment practices being adopted against the person who has reported in good faith
a suspected or alleged incident of fraud.
Complete protection will be given to the person who has reported in good faith a suspected or alleged
incident of fraud against any unfair practice like retaliation, threat or intimidation of termination/
suspension of service, disciplinary action, transfer, demotion, refusal of promotion, etc.
The identity of the person who has reported the suspected or alleged incident of fraud shall be kept
confidential to the extent possible and permitted under the law.
However, any abuse of this protection (for example, any false or bogus allegations made by a person
knowing them to be false or bogus or with a mala fide intention) will warrant disciplinary action.
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If an employee or an officer reports a suspected or alleged incident of fraud for personal gain or to
disrupt the working environment or, by making the disclosure, would be committing a criminal offence
such as blackmail, he/she would not get any protection and his/her behavior would also constitute a
disciplinary offence.
14.

Fraud Control Committee

Under the supervision of the Chief Executive Officer of the Company, the Risk Management Function
shall establish a Fraud Control Committee (‘FCC’) to ensure the effective implementation of this Policy or
any amendments thereof.
The FCC shall be responsible for the following:
i.

Laying down procedures for internal reporting from/and to various departments.

ii.

Creating awareness among employees/ intermediaries/ policyholders to counter insurance
frauds.

iii.

Furnishing various reports on frauds to the Authority as stipulated in this regard.

iv.

Furnish periodic reports to the Board of the Directors of the Company.

15.

Fraud Communications (i.e. Fraud Incident Reporting)

The Company shall formalize the information flow amongst the various operating departments as
regards insurance frauds.
For this purpose, fraud investigations shall be communicated on a strictly no-name basis and without any
references or evidence through intranet messages, specific messages, newsletters and/or other regular
communication to business managers.
Sharing fraud knowledge across the Company allows business managers to learn from past incidences in
other parts of the business, quickly improve internal control deficiencies in their purview, minimize
repeat incidences of fraud and detect fraud by assessing if fraud schemes identified in other areas have
also manifested themselves in their area.
In addition, the fraud database information shall be shared with all other insurers through the General
Insurance councils or any other common forum and a well advised coordination platform shall be
maintained.
Alleged, credible or proven fraud cases (either internal or external) shall be reported to the following
parties as per the table underneath:
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Type of Fraud

Fraud Incident Report Recipient
Head of
Internal
Audit

Principal
Compliance
Officer

Chief
Risk
Officer

Chief
Executive
Officer

Audit
Committee

Group
Audit

Internal
Fraud
(either
alleged3,
credible4
or
5
proven )

All

All

All

All

All

As per
current
procedures

External
Fraud
(either
alleged,
credible or proven

All

All

All

Above a
defined
threshold

Above a
defined
threshold

No

Frequency
of
Fraud
Incident
Reporting

As soon as it
occurs

As soon as
it occurs

As soon
as it
occurs

As soon as
it occurs

Quarterly

As per
current
procedures

The Fraud Incident Reporting shall capture crucial information regarding each fraud incident, including
description, fraud perpetrator details, loss and recovery estimates, control implications and proposed or
completed actions taken.
The Chief Financial Officer shall be provided with a summary of internal fraud cases (either alleged,
credible or proven) that may jeopardize financial reporting.
At the meeting, the Audit Committee shall be provided with a condensed report for review of reported
fraud cases [either internal (all cases) or external (above a defined threshold)], trends, early results from
investigations underway and remediation taken by management to address any identified control
weakness.
Any public communications and comments by management to the press, law enforcement or other
external parties in relation to incidents of fraud shall only be made by authorized spokespersons and
coordinated through legal counsel and corporate communications.
______________________________________________________________________________
3 Alleged Fraud = an act of fraud has been reported.
Credible Fraud = an allegation of fraud has been reported and appears reasonably likely that the
allegation will be substantiated as fraud in whole or in part. The case has not been fully resolved.
4

5 Proven

Fraud = an act of fraud has been reported, thoroughly investigated and resolved.

16.

Reports to the Authority:

Based on the data received in the prescribed format from the Risk Management Function, the Legal &
Compliance Function shall file a report on statistics on various fraudulent cases which come to light and
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action taken thereon to the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (“IRDA”) in forms FMR 1 and
FMR 2 (as prescribed by IRDA vide its Circular bearing ref. no. IRDA/SDD/MISC/CIR/009/01/2013,
dated January 21, 2013) providing details of:
(i) Outstanding fraud cases; and
(ii) Closed fraud cases
every year within 30 days of the close of the financial year, i.e. on or before the 30th of April..
As part of the responsibility statement which forms part of the management report filed with the
Authority under the IRDA (Preparation of Financial Statements and Auditors Report of Insurance Companies)
Regulations, 2002, the management is also required to disclose the adequacy of systems in place to
safeguard the assets for preventing and detecting fraud and other irregularities, on an annual basis.
17.

Practices to Promote this Document

The Company will include information about this policy document (as well as the Internal Fraud Policy
Statement) in the employee or internal newsletter and on the Intranet portal. A reference will be included
in the employee handbook.
The Chief Executive Officer will send an email message to all employees at least once a year reminding
them of this document, the Internal Fraud Policy Statement and their content. He/she will include this
policy document and the Internal Fraud Policy Statement in the email message as an attachment.
Employees will be reminded of this policy document and the Internal Fraud Policy Statement by their
supervisors during their performance evaluations.
New employees will be trained on this policy document and the Internal Fraud Policy Statement during
the orientation. They will be provided with a copy of this policy document, the Internal Fraud Policy
Statement and with examples of what should be reported.
The management of the Company shall inform both potential clients and existing clients about this Policy
or any amendments thereof through online upload of this Policy via Company’s web site or other modes.
18.

Administration and Review of this Document

The Chief Executive Officer of the Company is responsible for the administration, revision, interpretation
and application of this document, as well as of the related Internal Fraud Policy Statement. These
documents will be reviewed and revised at least annually in line with Generali Group and IRDA
guidelines. Any revised version shall be submitted to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors for
review and the Board of Directors of the Company for final approval.
This Policy shall be effective from April 01, 2013.
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Attachment I
<<Fraud Tree>>
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Attachment II
Definitions:


Asset Misappropriation: it involves the theft or misuse of an organization’s assets. Common
examples include skimming revenues, stealing inventory and payroll fraud.
o

Cash Misappropriation falls within one of three categories:


Fraudulent Disbursements: the perpetrator causes his/her organization to disburse funds
through some trick or device. Common examples include submitting false invoices or forging
company checks. Fraudulent Disbursements can generally be divided into five distinct
categories:
•

Billing Schemes: a fraudster causes the victim organization to issue a payment by
submitting invoices for fictitious goods or services, inflated invoices, or invoices for
personal purchases.

•

Payroll Schemes: an employee causes the victim organization to issue a payment by
making false claims for compensation.

•

Expense Reimbursement Schemes: an employee makes a claim for reimbursement of
fictitious or inflated business expenses.

•

Check Tampering: the perpetrator converts an organization’s funds by forging or
altering a check on one of the organization’s bank accounts, or steals a check the
organization has legitimately issued to another payee.

•

Register Disbursement Schemes: an employee makes false entries on a cash register to
conceal the fraudulent removal of currency.



Skimming: cash is stolen from an organization before it is recorded on the organization’s
books and records.



Cash Larceny: cash is stolen from an organization after it has been recorded on the
organization’s books and records.



Corruption: fraudsters wrongfully use their influence in a business transaction in order to procure
some benefit for themselves or another person, contrary to their duty to their employer or the rights
of another. Common examples include accepting kickbacks, and engaging in conflicts of interest.



Fraudulent Statements: it generally involves the falsification of an organization’s financial
statements. Common examples include overstating revenues and understating liabilities or expenses.
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